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Abstract 
 
 

Context: In telecommunications, it is important for network providers to have a 
knowledge of generic relationships between multi-dimensional QoE and QoS 
parameters to be able to provide quality service to the customers, keeping in mind the 
real-time constraints such as time, money and labor. So far, there have been several 
research works on formulating a generic quantitative relationship between a single 
QoE and a single QoS parameter in literature. As per the research conducted, the 
most common examples of mapping between a QoS parameter and QoE were found 
to be the exponential model (the IQX hypothesis), the logarithmic model (the Weber-
Fechner law), and the power model. However, it has been less common to study the 
multi-dimensional relationship between QoE and QoS parameters.  
Objective: The purpose of this paper here is to discuss the impact of several QoS 
parameters on QoE. The proposal put forth by existing literature is that a 
multiplicative model better explains the impact of QoS parameters on the overall 
quality as perceived by the user. The proposal was, however, never backed by 
subjective data. 
Method: We have performed several subjective tests in this regard to test our 
hypothesis. Non-adaptive streaming of videos in a monitored server-client setup was 
used. In these tests, the objective was to obtain the Mean Opinion Scores(MOS) for 
varying QoS parameters such as the initial delay and the number of stalls. Network 
shaping was used for introducing the disturbances in the videos. The experimental 
setup consisted of a total of 27 experiments per user and each user was handed over a 
questionnaire. The questionnaire mainly consisted of four questions aimed at 
gathering feedback from the users regarding the quality of the videos shown to them. 
Users were asked to mark their MOS on a continuous scale. The videos were 
subjected to three different values of Initial Delay, Stalls and Resolution, each. The 
average duration per stalls throughout the experiments was maintained at 2 seconds.  
Results: Data was collected from 15 users. Thus, in total 405 MOS values were 
recorded for 27 combinations of Initial Delay, number of Stalls and Resolution. The 
impact of initial delay and stalls on the QoE as indicated by the MOS was then 
categorised and studied for each Resolution. With the help of regression tools in 
MATLAB and Solver in Excel, possible models that explain the multi-dimensional 
QoS-QoE relationship were studied. 
Conclusion: The results mostly indicated towards the multiplicative model just as 
proposed by the existing literature. Also, it was observed that Initial Delay alone has 
not much impact on the overall QoE. So, the impact of Initial Delay could be 
described either by an additive or a multiplicative model. However, the impact of 
Stalls on QoE was found to be multiplicative.  

 
Keywords:  Initial Delay, MOS, Quality of Experience, Quality of Service, Resolution, Stalls
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

                
       The era of Telecom services post the 3G/4G has been called the experience 
economy [1]. Of late, there have been a varied number of IP-based applications and 
access networks from which a customer can choose. For a telecom service to 
succeed, it is vital that they manage the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the users. It 
is not only crucial for the service providers to attract the customers but also, they 
should be able to retain them and with time and experience user satisfaction must 
be gradually improved. These factors play a vital role in deciding a company’s 
competence in the telecom sector. The higher the competition between network 
providers the more beneficial it is to the customers as the prices of the products will 
go down.  So, because of similar ranging of prices customers are going to go for a 
product that gives them a good value for their money, which is determined by the 
quality experienced from using the product. The service providers have also thus 
increased their interest in how users perceive the usability, reliability, and quality. 
Customer experience management, abbreviated as CEM, [1] is considered essential 
by the Telecom operators because if the service is excellent, the user will want to 
increase its activity level. Users always tend to expect timely performance and in-
time complete data-delivery. When it comes to assessing the quality, it has been 
perceived differently by the Internet service providers (ISP) and their customers. For 
an Internet Service Provider(ISP) quality of a service is often specified in terms of 
specific network level Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as throughput, 
delay, jitter, loss ratio, etc. that are measured on the network nodes whereas 
customers perceive the quality in subjective terms as they are not interested in 
knowing the technical parameters of the network. QoS is a term often used to refer 
to the disturbances that effect the customer’s experience. To not lose their 
competence in the market the service provider must be very vigilant in correcting 
the quality issues encountered. Customers’ satisfaction is measured in terms of the 
QoE parameter.  
 
     The challenges that the operators are facing today are mostly on how to monitor 
QoS and improve it in real-time. There are two kinds of influence factors- the QoE 
influence factors (e.g., Stallings, Initial Delay, etc.)  and the QoS influence factors 
(e.g., packet delay, loss, etc.). Both the QoE and QoS are deemed to have multiple 
dimensions. In general, QoE is measured in terms of the Mean Opinion 
Scores(MOS). User perception of QoE influence factors is commonly gathered by 
performing subjective tests on users. This method has been applied more in 
calculating the QoE of voice and video traffic. The other way of gathering the MOSs 
is through objective tests [2]. 

Most work in literature has been on understanding how the user perception of a 
service can be related to network level QoE influence factors. Following this is very 
important, to maintain the quality of service above a threshold that is accepted by 
the users. The IQX hypothesis maps the relationship between QoE and QoS 
parameters using an exponential function. According to it, the current level of 
perception is what decides the perceptual change for a fixed change of stimulus [3]. 
Whereas, the Weber-Fechner Law describes a logarithmic relationship between QoS 
and user experienced QoE [4]. The Stevens Power Law proposes a relationship 
between stimulus intensity and sensation magnitude [5].  
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              To sustain in the fast-growing market, the service and network providers have 
been taking increasing interest in developing the multi-dimensional QoE models 
based on the laws mentioned above, in the recent decade. The multi-dimensional 
models that define the relationship between QoS and QoE have been broadly 
classified into the Additive model, the Multiplicative model, and the Linear 
Regression model [3]. When the relationship between QoS and QoE is linear, it 
means that the model is additive in QoE and additive in QoS, and when there is an 
exponential relationship between QoS and QoE, then it implies that the model is 
additive in QoS and multiplicative in QoE. Similarly, when there is a logarithmic 
relationship between QoE and QoS, it indicates that the model is multiplicative in 
QoS and additive in QoE, and when the QoS parameter and the QoE are related by a 
power function, then it means that the model is multiplicative in QoS and 
multiplicative in QoE. It is important to note that some QoS influence factors cause 
the MOS to improve (e.g. Resolution) while there are others which cause the MOS to 
drop (e.g. packet delay). 

       In this thesis research, the impact of application-level parameters such as Initial 
Delay and Stallings on end-user QoE has been studied. It is also a concern to see if 
there are any other generic mixed models apart from those mentioned earlier to 
help predict QoE more accurately. Since video streaming constitutes a significant 
portion of the network traffic today, we decided to conduct our research on QoE of 
videos streamed over a network. There are multiple options available for delivering a 
video over the Internet, namely: Streaming, Progressive Download, and Adaptive 
Streaming. Today, the most common approach used in video streaming is the 
Adaptive Streaming. Since in Adaptive Streaming the quality of the video is 
adaptively adjusted to suit the changing network conditions it is not possible to 
study the underlying network problems. Therefore, throughout our study, we have 
used a non-adaptive video streaming setup. We shall also investigate the impact of 
Initial Delay and Stallings in the presence of a third QoE influence factor - the video 
Resolution. 

1.1    Problem Statement 
 

     Any Telecom service/network provider to sustain in the growing market wants to 
be able to assess the impact of multi-factor QoS at application-level and network-
level on the QoE of the user to ensure business consistency. The latest research 
work in this field had been left off at modeling single-parameter QoE models into 
multi-dimensional QoE models where the authors described the need for evidence 
from subjective experiments to support the proposals laid down by them. Hence, 
we continue the research in this area to study the impact of two application-level 
QoS parameters- the Initial Delay and the Stallings on the end quality of a video, for 
varying Resolutions, as perceived by the user in terms of MOS. 
   

1.2    Aim and Objectives 
 

      The purpose of this study is to model the impact of several network-level 
influence factors on QoE. However, we will study the impact of the network-level 
influence factors from the application-level QoS parameters since the latter is a 
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cause perceived because of the former factors. The objectives of the thesis are as 
follows:  

 
• To conduct subjective tests with an experimental setup to be able to observe and 

record the reactions of different users while varying the Initial Delay and Stalling 
parameters for different video Resolutions.  

• Projecting the characteristics of a collected smaller sample on to a bigger 
population of its kind and estimating its characteristics from the data available. 

• To correlate the user-perception with disturbances caused due to network-level 
QoS parameters based on a classical comprehensive method. 

• Study the functions that most accurately map the impact of the above-
mentioned parameters, individually, on the perceived quality of the video as 
experienced by the end-user. 

• Comparing the obtained results from the subjective tests to the already existing 
models, describing the impact of QoS parameters on QoE, in literature. 

• Establish a relationship that best fits the joint impact of both the application-
level QoS parameters on QoE. 

• Investigate Stalling in its various forms such as the position of the stalls, the stall 
frequency, the stall length, etc. along with the impact of Initial Delay on the 
perceived video quality. And, to examine the already existing models to decide 
which model best describes the impact of these QoS parameters on the QoE. 

• To provide a platform for further research in this area. 

1.3    Research Questions 
 

1. What kind of an impact do the QoS parameters - Stalling and Initial Delay 
have on the overall quality perceived by the end-user? The additive and 
multiplicative case shall have to be investigated to see which model best fits 
this impact. 

2. How do the Initial Delay and Stallings effect the MOS in different Resolutions? 
3. How well are the results obtained from the subjective tests conducted in this 

study in coherence with the ideas already existing in literature? 

1.4    Methodology and Analysis 
 

    The study was conducted with non-adaptive video streaming for being able to 
understand the impact of underlying network factors. A network shaper was used to 
monitor and induce network disturbances in the video while streaming from the server 
to a client. The study was based on UDP traffic and so a VLC player was used for the 
streaming of videos. Subjective tests were conducted on 15 users. A questionnaire 
regarding the content, quality, and disturbances observed was handed out to the users 
after watching every video. Videos were presented to the user with 27 combinations of 
disturbances. The disturbances included Initial Delay, Stalls, and Resolution. The 
gathered results were then analyzed to obtain the best fit model that describes the 
impact of Initial Delay and Number of Stalls on QoE with the highest correlation 
possible. Regression tools of MATLAB and Excel were used in the analysis of the data. 
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1.5    Split of Work and Contribution 
 
     The objective of my work was to study the impact of Initial Delay and Stallings on 
the QoE for varying video Resolutions while my colleague Sravya Nuka was to study 
the impact of video Resolution and Stalls for varying Initial Delays. Due to the scope of 
this topic, we share the same experimental setup and subjective test results. However, 
our areas of analysis are very different though they seem overlapping in a few ways, in 
the sense that, we will be analysing different aspects of the same results, as 
mentioned above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Split of work 
 
The contributions of the thesis work include: 
 Establishing a relationship between multiple influence factors and QoE. 
 Identifying the impact of the influence factors individually on QoE. 
 Comparing subjective tests data with already available theoretical models in the 
literature. 

 

1.6    Document Outline 
 
There are, in total, 6 parts to this documentation and they have been organized as 
follows: 
 
Part 1: A brief introduction was provided into the topic. Then the problem statement 
was introduced. The objectives of conducting this thesis were also discussed. Research 
questions that are going to be addressed in this thesis were presented. An overview of 
the methodology employed in conducting the research was provided, and the split of 
work between my thesis partner and I was discussed. 
 
Part 2: The related work section, discusses the research that has been done up until 
this day in the areas of additive and multiplicative models. Tools background presents 
all the tools used in this research for the analysis of the results gathered.  
 
Part 3: The methodology adopted in this work is discussed in the following stages: 
Literature Survey, Experimental Setup, Subjective tests, Data Acquisition, Data 
Analysis 
  
Part 4: The results collected from the subjective tests were statistically analyzed. 
 
Part 5: The Analysis and Discussion chapter includes the analysis performed on the 
MOS data using ANOVA, Excel, MATLAB, and the MOS ratios. 
 
Part 6: Then a conclusion to this work is given, and the future scopes of research in 
this area are discussed. 

Multi-parameter QoE 
study- video 
Resolution vs. Stalls 
-Sravya Nuka 

Multi-parameter QoE 
study- Initial Delay vs. 
Stalls. 
-Sindhu Vasireddy 
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2. BACKGROUND 
 

The importance of a proper survey of literature cannot be stressed enough as it is on 
this backbone that we are going to base our proposals on. In this section, we are going 
to put in a nutshell all the research that has taken place in this area leading up to this 
point. Many attempts have been made in establishing a multi-parameter QoE model in 
literature, but most of these proposed theoretical models were not backed by 
subjective results. Our primary focus in this thesis is to come up with a model that best 
describes the influence of the QoS parameters- Initial Delay and Stallings on QoE.  

2.1    Related Work 
 

         Let’s briefly look at what has been established so far in the literature regarding the 
QoE and QoS parameters. Both QoS and QoE have been regarded as multi-dimensional 
parameters. In one of the research works, the QoE influence factors have been 
modeled as falling into one of the four possible multi-dimensional spaces, namely: 
Application Space (A), Resource space (R), Context space (C) and User space (U) [6]. 
Broadly classifying, these factors could be identified as the application-level or the 
network-level influence parameters. Examples of application-level influence factors 
include Resolution, buffer size and frame rate while, delay, jitter, loss, and throughput 
fall into the network-level category. The influence factors of interest in this thesis 
belong at the application-level. The dimensions of the QoE space which can be 
perceived by the end-user have been identified as perceptual quality (Mean Opinion 
Score, MOS), efficiency, ease-of-use, comfort, etc. [6]. However, we are going to use 
only the MOS as widely describing the overall QoE.  

        The service interruptions in video services were first studied as the disturbances in 
quality caused due to Frame Freezing and Frame Skipping. Frame freezing was initially 
viewed as a disturbance caused by packet losses during video streaming [7]. Later, 
researchers shifted their focus to study rebuffering in HTTP Streaming which was 
nothing but the study of the impact of Stalling events on user-perceived quality of the 
video [8]. A study on the impact of initial loading and stalling on YouTube videos 
proposed that Stallings had an additive effect on QoE of a video [9]. However, the 
paper [3] identifies Stalling as a dominating QoE factor and describes it to have a 
multiplicative influence on QoE. Theoretically, an exponential function was used to 
describe this impact following the IQX hypothesis. Prior to this, it was also proposed in 
paper [10] that an exponential mapping was the best fit for explaining the influence of 
several stalls on QoE. It was observed that viewers of the video preferred the scenario 
with a single but long freeze to frequent short freezes [11]. Another critical observation 
they made was that the average ratings of disturbances were perceived greater with 
the stalls in the middle of the video than the case of stalls at the beginning and the end 
[12]. Research on the influence of Initial Delay on QoE showed that it had a minimal 
impact on the quality perceived [9]. Initial Delay was initially studied across different 
services as waiting times [7]. Of all the services available, the study of Initial Delay in 
HTTP video streaming was of more interest to many researchers since video streaming 
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constitutes a significant percentage of the internet traffic. The article [13] studies the 
impact of several HTTP based application-layer protocols on user-centric quality 
indicators such as the Initial Delay. An exponential relationship was described between 
Initial Delay and its effects on QoE in [14] while developing a parametric opinion model 
for HAS video. 

        In a combined study where the impact of stalls was also considered along with the 
Initial Delay, they found that even at the costs of increased Initial Delays service 
interruptions had to be avoided [7]. In the following sections, we are going to look at all 
the multi-dimensional QoE models that have been proposed to explain how these 
dimensions, caused by each QoS parameter, constitute the overall QoE. 

       A. THE ADDITIVE MODEL:  

        The QoE studies started with measuring the speech quality in telephone networks. 
The Nippon Telephone and Telegraph company identified circuit noise, transmission 
loss, talker echo, attenuation, etc. as the factors that influence the speech quality and 
proposed that the psychological impact of these factors was additive [15]. Later, it was 
suggested that not just the individual effects but the combined effect of all the 
impairments in the telephone network must be considered and an additive model was 
built [16]. The studies were then extended from studying the voice quality in telephone 
networks to voice-over-IP where the degradations in speech quality were first 
considered as a function of packet loss and then, additional impairments such as the 
line noise, transmission delay were introduced to see if they are additive on an applied 
scale [17]. Since, the network level impairments are not directly visible to the users, 
their impacts in the perceptual space were identified as separate dimensions 
(Discontinuity, Noisiness, etc.)  and studied in the Narrowband and Wideband scenarios 
in telephone networks [18]. 

        After video streaming became popular, many studies were done on modelling the 
relationship between the impairments that cause distortions in the video and the 
quality perceived by the user. A journal article demonstrates this modelling in two 
stages: First a quality attribute function, which, in this case, is a log-logistic function, is 
determined for each impairment factor. Then, a total function (an additive log-logistic 
model) including the effects of all the impairments is derived under the constraints that 
when the other impairments in the total function are set to zero, the resulting function 
must match the single impairment quality attribute function [19]. A weighted linear 
aggregation of compression, freezing, and slicing impairments was put forward 
following the additive log-logistic model [20].  

The impact on the quality due to Stallings during video playout and intial buffering in 
non-adaptive streaming using TCP was estimated as a summation of the two effects 
calculated separately and subtracted from the max. MOS [21]. The additive model 
described in the ITU-T P.1201, was later used in assessing the combined impact of 
Stallings and Initial Delay in HTTP video streaming, whilst considering the impact of user 
profiles [22]. So far, we have seen how the study of additive models went from being 
additive in the QoS space to also being additive in the QoE space. Also, there can be 
multiple aspects of the same influence factor, for e.g., the parameter Stallings has two 
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aspects of interest- the number of stalls and the stall duration [10]. 

       The additive QoE model can be expressed, mathematically, as a weighted summation 
of the MOS due to each impairment [3]. 

        
 

 
        As seen earlier, the IQX hypothesis suggests an exponential mapping between the 

influence factor and the MOS which, in other words, means that it is additive in QoS 
and multiplicative in QoE. Say, one of the influence factors follows the IQX hypothesis 
and has an exponential mapping then, the sensitivity of overall QoE along a dimension 
corresponding to a change in stimuli ( ) is calculated as: 

 
 

 
 

       The above equation shows that the additive model does not comply with the IQX 
hypothesis, which is based on the idea that the sensitivity of QoE to a change in stimuli 
is proportional to the current overall level of QoE. 

       B. THE MULTIPLICATIVE MODEL:  

       The paper [23] investigates how auditory and visual qualities integrate to form an 
overall perception for the end-user and proposes a model that is a weighted linear 
combination of the MOS due to the individual factors and a multiplicative term 
including both the factors. Another paper extends this study to understand the relative 
influence of audio and visual quality on the user [24]. 

        Mathematically expressed, it is a weighted product of the effects, as shown.  

 

        The sensitivity of QoE with respect to a change in stimuli is proportional to the current 
QoE level, in the multiplicative model thereby, agreeing with the IQX hypothesis [3]. A 
generic model called the deterministic mathematical model (DQX) was introduced in 
[25], which is basically a multiplicative model that encapsulates all the variables 
affecting the QoE and the service characteristics. The reason they mention for coming 
up with the weighted product model instead of a weighted summation is so that it gets 
reflected when one of the parameters has a very bad impact on the MOS and improving 
the other parameters does not compensate it. This is a key feature of the multiplicative 
model. The latest research in HTTP video streaming, shows that a multiplicative model 
is better at mapping the joint impact of the two QoS parameters - Initial Delay and 
Stallings compared to the additive model [3]. 

When considering the impact of a single influence factor on QoE, there are several 
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options available under the multiplicative model. For e.g.: an exponential mapping 
implies a multiplicative QoE space, a logarithmic mapping provides a multiplicative QoS 
space, whereas a power mapping comes with a multiplicative space in both QoE and 
QoS. 

        C. MIXED MODELS:  

When investigating the multi-factor models, the article [3] presents the possibility that 
mapping the effects of two QoS parameters on MOS, might not be as simple as sorting 
them into one of the two above mentioned models. It suggests that there might be 
other models that can map this relationship better. 

        So, a model that combines the effects of both additive and the multiplicative models 
called the linear regression model was proposed. A linear regression model could be 
used either in the QoE space or in the QoS space. For e.g., as discussed earlier, if there 
are multiple aspects under an influence factor, their combined impact could be mapped 
using the regression model. As an instance, the number of stalls (N) and stall 
duration(L) under Stallings were mapped as [10]: 

 
 
        A linear regression model is mathematically expressed as [3],  

         

Just like in the additive case, the sensitivity of QoE to a change in stimuli is not directly 
dependent on the current level of perception.  

2.2 Tools Background 
 
The following tools were used in the analysis of the data: 

 
1. SPSS- It is a software package for statistical analysis. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is 
a collection of tests available under SPSS for analysing the differences among the group 
means.  
 
2. MINITAB- It is another software package for statistical analysis. The Main effects Plot 
and the Interaction plots were obtained using this tool. 
 
3. MATLAB- MATLAB offers several non-linear regression tools. The nlinfit and 
lsqcurvefit functions were used for determining the coefficients and the degree to 
which a multi-factor model fits the data. The data was fed to these MATLAB functions 
as matrices, from the Excel Sheets.  
 
4. EXCEL- Microsoft Excel was used for storing the data, and obtaining graphs (Scatter 
plots, Cumulative Distributive Function (C.D.F), etc.). The Solver tool of Excel was also 
helpful in determining the coefficients of the multi-factor functions such that they bear 
maximum correlation to the user data.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The methodology adopted in this thesis can broadly be classified into 4 stages: the 
survey, the setup, the tests, and the analysis. We shall now investigate each of these 
stages in the following sub-sections. 

       

3.1 Literature Survey 
 
A thorough study of the existing research work was done to understand the need for 
such a research in HTTP video streaming. The latest papers in this area were critically 
examined to identify the gaps and the most important issues that need to be addressed. 
In a nutshell, the following are the propositions that have been made in this area, so far: 

 The impact of Stalls in a video on the quality perceived by the user was first   
proposed to have an additive impact but a more recent research has proposed a 
multiplicative impact following the IQX hypothesis meaning that the function 
mapping the relationship between number of stalls and the MOS is an 
exponential [10]. 

 The Initial Delay was found to have an almost negligible impact on the final 
quality perceived therefore it could be mapped using either an additive or a 
multiplicative model [7]. 

 The latest study on the joint impact of Initial Delay and Stalls proposes a 
multiplicative model. It means that the Initial Delay and the Stalls have an 
independent influence on the perceived QoE although Initial Delay by itself does 
not have much of an impact [3]. 

 
So, the purpose of this thesis can be laid down as follows: 
 

 Although the joint impact of Initial Delay and Stallings has been studied before, 
only a theoretical possibility was presented. So, there is a need for the 
theoretical model to be backed by subjective test results. 

 Also, the impact of Initial Delay and Stalls has not been studied, so far, along 
with the influence of a third QoS parameter- the video Resolution. 

3.2 Experimental Setup 
 
The setup consisted of the Server, the Shaper, and the Client. The idea was to have a 
live video streaming across the network. The Server, we used, was only a CPU without a 
GUI. However, at the Client, there was a GUI available with Kubuntu Operating system. 
A VLC player was installed on both the Server and the Client. The Shaper was configured 
with NetEm (Network Emulator) to control the traffic between the Server and the Client 
during the video streaming. UDP was chosen as the transport protocol for the streaming 
of traffic over the network to avoid additional delays upon loss of packets. Three “Big 
Buck Bunny” videos of different Resolutions (480p, 360p, 240p) were used for the 
experiment. Each video was of 30 seconds duration. As disturbances we have used 3 
Initial Delay values (0s ,2s ,7s) and 3 different Stalls (0, 1, 2). There are two ways of 
streaming the video across the network: 
 
1. Manual: The manual way of implementation is a very tedious approach. It begins 

with logging on to the Server from the Client using ssh through the terminal and 
controlling the VLC player on the Server from the Client. The streamed video then 
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can be accessed by triggering the VLC player on the Client through another terminal. 
Since there is a GUI available at the Client, the video will be played out to the user. 
For streaming a video with disturbances induced, the Shaper would also have to be 
accessed via ssh from the Client. Once connected, the traffic can be controlled using 
NetEm commands. Let’s look at the command line access commands of the following 
features: 

a) NetEm: Only the delay feature of NetEm was used in the experiments to 
create stalls. The following are the commands for controlling the Shaper through 
the terminal: 

 
I. To introduce delay on an interface:             
E.g.: tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 0ms 
 

II. Delete the interface: 
E.g.: tc qdisc del dev eth1 root 
 

b) VLC player: UDP is encapsulated with RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) as 
raw UDP cannot be used for streaming. RTP/UDP helps with sequencing of the 
data and in maintaining the timestamps of the packets. 

 
1) To start streaming from the Server: 

vlc <file path> --sout #transcode{vcodec=h264, acodec=mpga}:standard{ access = 
udp, dst=192.168.0.2:1234}’ vlc://quit 

 
The above command can be divided into three tokens: 

 The first token is the vlc executable. 
 The second token is the path to the video file that is to be streamed. 
 The third token consists of two parts that tells VLC what to do with the 

source stream. Firstly, the source stream will be converted/transcoded 
from mp4 to ‘h264’ video as defined by vcodec which specifies the 
format of the output video and to an ‘mpga’ audio as defined by acodec 
which specifies the output format of the audio. Secondly, the field 
‘access’ implies that the source stream will be streamed over the 
network using UDP and the ‘dst’ field specifies where the output should 
be streamed to which in our case, is to the Client (192.168.0.2). 

 The fourth token is to quit VLC when all the above tasks have been 
executed. 
 

2) To receive a unicast RTP/UDP stream at the Client: 
vlc udp://@192.168.0.2:1234 

 
 

2. Automated: Using a bash script on the Client directly to control the streaming of the 
video and the reception of the video at once. 
 
The script used, can be found in the Appendix (A1).  
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The entire script can be divided and explained in four parts: 
 
1) Playing the disturbances in a random sequence: There are in total 27 
combinations of the disturbances (Resolution, Initial Delay, No. of Stalls) that could be 
introduced. The idea was to use a matrix of 3 times 9 elements with numbers from 1-27 
arranged in an ascending sequence where each number is associated with a 
combination of (Resolution (R), Initial Delay (I.D), Stallings (S)). Then using shuffle, a 
new sequence of numbers between 1-27 is obtained. Following the order in which the 
numbers are in the new sequence a corresponding combination of disturbances will be 
initiated by triggering the shaper.  
        Also, care was taken such that the videos don’t play continuously without giving 
any time to the user to mark their perceived experience in the questionnaire.  
 
2) Logging and Starting VLC player at the Client: The VLC player at the Client is 
started, and the VLC log is collected and placed into a file. 

 
3) Initiating the Shaper and configuring the disturbances: The Shaper is configured 
such that when the number of stalls is 1, then a stall of 2 seconds duration is induced 
after 15 seconds of playing the video. When the number of stalls is 2, then one stall of 1 
second duration and, with 5 seconds in between, a second stall of 3 seconds duration is 
introduced into the video while streaming. The idea is to maintain the average length of 
stalls at 2 seconds. 

 
Case 1: No. of Stalls = 0 
#!/bin/bash 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 0ms" 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc del dev eth1 root" 
 
Case 2: No. of Stalls = 1 
#!/bin/bash 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 0ms" 
sleep 15 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 2000ms" 
sleep 5 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc del dev eth1 root" 
 
Case 3: No. of Stalls = 2 
#!/bin/bash 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 0ms"  
sleep 15 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 1000ms"  
sleep 5 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc add dev eth1 root netem delay 3000ms"  
sleep 20 
ssh root@VDIshaper "tc qdisc del dev eth1 root"  

 
4) Connecting to the Server and starting a video streaming: The connection to the 
Server is established via ssh, and the VLC streaming is initiated with cache set to 
10000ms.  
 
 
We shall now describe the interfaces available in the network architecture (Fig.1). 
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Figure 2 Network Architecture 
 

Notice that the Shaper in Fig.2 has been set up as a router with two interfaces eth0 and 
eth1. The interface eth0 is connected to the Server while the interface eth1 is 
connected to the Client. So, for the Server and the Client to know the IP addresses of 
each other, as they are on different networks, the interface and the default gateway to 
approach should be made known to the devices through add route and by defining the 
interface in /etc/network/interfaces. 

 

3.3 Subjective Tests    
     
Subjective tests were conducted on 15 users. The users belonged to 21-24 years age 
group. A questionnaire containing the following questions was handed over to the users 
after playing each video: 
 

1) To which extent did you like the content of the video? 
2) Did you like the quality of the video? (Yes/No) 
3) What kind of disturbances have you observed? (Jerks/Delay/Glitches/Audio) 
4) To which extent did you like the quality of the video? 
 

The users were given sufficient time to mark their responses after every video. This 
process was repeated for 27 times with each user for a different combination of 
disturbances. The responses to which extent they liked the content and the quality of 
the video were taken on a continuous scale of 1-5 (1-Poor, 2-Bad, 3-Fair, 4-Good, 5-
Excellent) with only the integers marked on the scale. 
Four options were presented to the user to choose from for the disturbances observed 
during the video which were as follows: 

a. Jerks: Sudden, quick movements when the video is playing. 
b. Glitches: Video playing irregularly. 
c. Delay: Time taken from the start of execution of the program till the video starts 

playing. By default, there is a delay of 3 seconds due to the execution time even 
without explicitly introducing a delay. 

d. Audio: Observed audio disturbances.                                                                           

3.4 Acquiring the data 
 
The data acquired from the survey had 405(27*15) data sets. The responses marked on 
a 1-5 continuous scale for the extent to which the users liked the quality of the video 
were then segregated and collected as they are the ones that indicate the Mean 
Opinion Scores. The accumulated MOS values from all the users were, later, sorted into 
27 sets of 15 data points each based on the (R, I.D, Stalls) combination in Excel.  
 

      SHAPER      SERVER        CLIENT 

192.168.1.2 192.168.1.1 192.168.0.3 192.168.0.2 

eth0 eth0 eth1 eth1 
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3.5 Data Analysis 
 
Analyses of data were performed in the multiple stages: 

1. The averages, standard deviations and the values below which 10%, 50% and 
90% of the data falls were calculated for each set of 15 values corresponding to 
the (R, I.D, S) combination. 

2. Keeping the Resolution constant, a graph was plotted considering the (MOS ± 
C.I[α=0.025]) values for varying Initial Delays with number of stalls as the 
parameter of the curves and the process had been repeated for different 
Resolutions. Here, C.I stands for Confidence Intervals. 

3. Again, keeping the Resolution constant the same process as above was repeated 
but this time (MOS ± C.I[α=0.025]) values were plotted against varying number 
of stalls and Initial Delay was made the parameter of the curves. 

4. Then, we tried to model a function that would explain the impact of these three 
independent variables (I.D, S, R) with the highest correlation, by isolating each 
case (keeping two of the parameters constant) and observing the curvature of 
the curves. 

5. The coefficients obtained through the above procedure were then cross-checked 
against the values calculated using the regression tools of MATLAB for accuracy. 
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4.  RESULTS 
In this section, we shall sort the data collected from the subjective tests in the form of 
tables, figures, and graphs to get a figurative picture. The subjective tests were 
conducted on 15 users of which 11 were men and 4 were women. 

4.1 Data Statistics 
The table, below, shows the distribution of what disturbances were observed by the 15 
users when they were exposed to 27 different video streaming conditions. It helps in 
the understanding of how the deteriorating conditions led to more number of users 
perceiving a disturbance. In general (with a few exceptions), it can be noticed how the 
number of participants reporting a disturbance increases with the increase in the 
number of Stalls and the Initial Delay. The rows with the highest number of users 
recording all four disturbances have been highlighted in dark grey. Also, an important 
observation is that the number of users reporting an audio disturbance after watching a 
video is, in overall, less compared to the number of users reporting the other 
disturbances. A general explanation for this might be that the visual disturbances are 
more perceived than the auditory disturbances. 

 
  S.NO    (R, I.D, S)       JERKS       DELAY      GLITCHES        AUDIO 

1 480,0,0 3 3 1 0 
2 480,0,1 8 2 13 6 
3 480,0,2 14 3 15 9 
4 480,2,0 5 8 0 1 
5 480,2,1 14 6 12 6 
6 480,2,2 14 4 14 12 
7 480,7,0 4 13 0 1 
8 480,7,1 13 13 12 5 
9 480,7,2 15 15 14 12 
10 360,0,0 8 2 0 1 
11 360,0,1 13 5 14 9 
12 360,0,2 15 2 13 11 
13 360,2,0 3 6 0 2 
14 360,2,1 13 9 14 6 
15 360,2,2 14 6 15 10 
16 360,7,0 5 13 0 1 
17 360,7,1 13 15 14 8 
18 360,7,2 15 14 14 6 
19 240,0,0 2 2 1 1 
20 240,0,1 14 4 15 4 
21 240,0,2 15 3 14 13 
22 240,2,0 4 7 1 1 
23 240,2,1 13 5 13 5 
24 240,2,2 14 6 15 8 
25 240,7,0 5 13 0 4 
26 240,7,1 12 10 14 4 
27 240,7,2 15 11 14 8 

Table 1 Disturbances recorded. R stands for Resolution, I.D is short for Initial Delay and S is an 
abbreviation for Stallings. 
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In the experiment, we have considered videos of 3 different Resolutions (480p, 360p, 
240p) along with 3 values for Initial Delay (0s, 2s ,7s), and 3 values for No. of Stalls 
(0,1,2). These 27 combinations of (R, I.D, S) had 15 responses each. Table 2 provides a 
brief statistical account of the data collected. It contains the averages of the 15 MOS 
values collected for each combination of the QOS parameters along with the standard 
error for each sample. The ‘Percentile’ column indicates the values under which 10%, 
50% and 90% of the data fall in a data set, respectively. For a given video Resolution and 
a fixed Initial Delay, the average MOS values can be seen to be gradually falling with 
increase in number of stalls. However, an anomaly can be spotted in the 360p case 
when the Initial Delay is 2s and 7s (the highlighted rows). The average MOS is getting 
better instead of dropping with the increase in the number of Stalls. Also, similar 
anomalies can be observed when looking at the impact of Initial Delay on the average 
MOS for a given number of Stalls and video Resolution. 

 
 (R, I.D, S)   AVERAGE  

 
    STD. ERROR                 PERCENTILE 

10% 50% 90% 
480,0,0 4.21 0.13 3.72 4 5 
480,0,1 3.43 0.26 2.4 3.5 4.64 
480,0,2 2.95 0.20 1.94 3 3.8 
480,2,0 3.69 0.20 2.62 3.9 4.38 
480,2,1 3.29 0.25 2.22 3.2 4.16 
480,2,2 2.86 0.24 1.7 2.9 3.92 
480,7,0 3.94 0.18 3 4 4.78 
480,7,1 3.19 0.25 2 3.5 4 
480,7,2 2.91 0.20 2 3 3.72 
360,0,0 4.19 0.14 3.88 4 4.92 
360,0,1 3.30 0.22 2.38 3.3 4 
360,0,2 3.07 0.23 1.94 3 4 
360,2,0 4.11 0.17 3.24 4 5 
360,2,1 3.03 0.21 2 3 3.88 
360,2,2 3.17 0.21 2.32 3 4 
360,7,0 4.01 0.21 3.8 4 4.8 
360,7,1 3.27 0.24 2.58 3 4.3 
360,7,2 3.30 0.28 2 3.5 4.58 
240,0,0 3.30 0.25 2.4 3 4.68 
240,0,1 3.05 0.22 2 3 3.96 
240,0,2 2.66 0.22 1.88 2.7 3 
240,2,0 3.39 0.13 3 3 4 
240,2,1 2.94 0.15 2.16 3 3.5 
240,2,2 2.83 0.24 2 3 3.8 
240,7,0 3.22 0.19 2.7 3.2 4 
240,7,1 3.09 0.18 2.04 3 4 
240,7,2 2.35 0.21 1.44 2 3.06 

Table 2     General Statistics of the data collected. 
 

Then, further computations were made on the 27 sets of data samples and their 
Confidence Intervals at 97.5% confidence level were calculated and sorted such that the 
impact of Initial Delay on MOS could be studied for every combination of the other two 
QoS parameters- the No. of Stalls and the video Resolution, in Table 3. The Margin of 
Error for a data sample is calculated by multiplying the z value, corresponding to 
α=0.025 and degrees of freedom(df)=14, with the standard error of mean. The Standard 
Error is obtained by dividing standard deviation of each sample by  (here, n=15).
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Resolution 
 

No. of Stalls 
 

Initial Delay 
 

Lower Bound 
 

Upper Bound 
 

 Margin of Error 
          With 
     97.5% C.I. 

480p 0 3 3.92 4.50 0.29 
  5 3.24 4.14 0.45 
  10 3.54 4.34 0.40 
      
480p 1 3 2.85 4.01 0.58 
  5 2.73 3.85 0.56 
  10 2.63 3.75 0.56 
      
480p 2 3 2.50 3.40 0.45 
  5 2.32 3.40 0.54 
  10 2.46 3.36 0.45 
      
360p 0 3 3.88 4.50 0.31 
  5 3.73 4.49 0.38 
  10 3.54 4.48 0.47 
      
360p 1 3 2.81 3.79 0.49 
  5 2.56 3.50 0.47 
  10 2.73 3.81 0.54 
      
360p 2 3 2.55 3.59 0.52 
  5 2.70 3.64 0.47 
  10 2.67 3.93 0.63 
      
240p 0 3 2.74 3.86 0.56 
  5 3.10 3.68 0.29 
  10 2.79 3.65 0.43 
      
240p 1 3 2.56 3.54 0.49 
  5 2.60 3.28 0.34 
  10 2.69 3.49 0.40 
      
240p 2 3 2.17 3.15 0.49 
  5 2.29 3.37 0.54 
  10 1.88 2.82 0.47 
Table 3  The margin of Error, the lower bounds and the upper bounds on every data set calculated at 
97.5% Confidence level for MOS=f(I.D) 

 
  
The Margin of Error gives the range on either side of the mean value of the sample 
where 97.5% of the times, the population mean would lie, while the Standard Error of 
the mean provides an estimate of the standard deviation of means of several samples, 
if the experiment were repeated multiple times. Now, we shall look at the graphical 
representation of the tabulated data.  
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Case 1: MOS=f(Initial Delay), at R=480p 
Observations: The MOS values can be seen to 
be gradually dropping as the Initial Delay is 
increased. An exception to this is, however, 
seen in the stalls=0 case where the MOS value 
is getting visibly better when the Initial Delay is 
increased from 5s to 10s.  
The level of curves can be seen dropping with 
the increase in the number of stalls, just as it 
should be. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Case 2: MOS=f(Initial Delay), at R=360p 
Observations: Here, the curve corresponding 
to stalls=1 is observed to be rated worse on an 
average than the case where stalls=2, at 5s I.D. 
At an I.D of 3s, however, the level of curves 
drops as expected with an increase in the 
number of stalls. When stalls=2, the curve is 
gradually increasing instead of decreasing with 
increasing I.D. Also, the MOS value at an I.D 
of 3s for (R=480p, Stalls=0,1) is lower 
compared to that for (R=360p,Stalls=0,1). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Case 3: MOS=f(Initial Delay), at R=240p 
Observations: Both in the stalls=0 and in the 
stalls=2 case, the curves can be observed to be 
raising as I.D goes up from 3s to 5s and from 
there they start dropping as I.D further increases 
to 10s.  
The level of the curves is lowering with an 
increase in the number of stalls showing how 
the MOSs drop with the increase in the 
disturbances. 
 

Table 4 Impact of Initial Delay on MOS for different Resolutions. 
 

As mentioned earlier, a pause of 3 seconds was observed by default after the start of 
execution of the program, even without the actual Initial Delay being introduced. So, in 
all the case presented here (in Table 4) we have considered the translated Initial Delay 
values. Therefore, you see all the curves starting at 3s, which is the case of no delay. 
The other points of interest are at 5s and 10s. The Error bars are indicative of the 97.5% 
confidence intervals. In some cases, the confidence intervals are too large making the 
possibility of estimating the population mean too vague. Larger confidence intervals 
mean that the MOS values recorded by the users when exposed to the same 
combination of (R, I.D, S) are a little too diverse. However, the margin of error could 
have been reduced if data had been collected from more number of users but that 
would have required a larger database. Also, in all the above cases, MOS as a function 
of Initial Delay has been observed considering the No. of Stalls as the parameter of the 
curves for different Resolutions. One would normally expect the curves to 
monotonically decrease with the increase in the disturbances, however, in a real-
scenario a lot of anomalies can be noticed. As a primitive guess, we would expect to 
map the relationship between MOS and Initial Delay as either exponential or 
logarithmic. 
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Resolution 
 

Initial Delay 
 

No. of Stalls Lower Bound 
 

Upper Bound 
 

 Margin of Error 
          With 
     97.5% C.I. 

480p 3 0 3.92 4.50 0.29 
  1 2.85 4.01 0.58 
  2 2.50 3.40 0.45 
      
480p 5 0 3.24 4.14 0.45 
  1 2.73 3.85 0.56 
  2 2.32 3.40 0.54 
      
480p 10 0 3.54 4.34 0.40 
  1 2.63 3.75 0.56 
  2 2.46 3.36 0.45 
      
360p 3 0 3.88 4.50 0.31 
  1 2.81 3.79 0.49 
  2 2.55 3.59 0.52 
      
360p 5 0 3.73 4.49 0.38 
  1 2.56 3.50 0.47 
  2 2.70 3.64 0.47 
      
360p 10 0 3.54 4.48 0.47 
  1 2.73 3.81 0.54 
  2 2.67 3.93 0.63 
      
240p 3 0 2.74 3.86 0.56 
  1 2.56 3.54 0.49 
  2 2.17 3.15 0.49 
      
240p 5 0 3.10 3.68 0.29 
  1 2.60 3.28 0.34 
  2 2.29 3.37 0.54 
      
240p 10 0 2.79 3.65 0.43 
  1 2.69 3.49 0.40 
  2 1.88 2.82 0.47 
Table 5 The margin of Error, the lower bounds and the upper bounds on every data set calculated at 
97.5% Confidence level for MOS=f(No. of Stalls). 
 
The calculations and the procedure followed is the same as before with the only 
difference being that this time we will be looking at MOS as a function of No. of Stalls 
while considering Initial Delay as the parameter of the curves. 
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Case 1: MOS=f(No. of Stalls), at R=480p 
Observations: The MOS values can be seen 
decreasing for any given I.D with a concave 
upward curvature, as the number of stalls 
increase. 
The curves visibly drop with increase in the I.D 
when stalls=0, however, they begin to converge 
as the no. of stalls increase to 2, implying that 
the Initial Delay has not much impact on the 
MOS(esp. at higher no. of stalls). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Case 2: MOS=f(No. of Stalls), at R=360p 
Observations: The MOS values for any given 
Initial Delay drop initially but as the no. of stalls 
increases to 2 the MOS seems to improve. 
The Initial Delay clearly shows a very little 
impact on the level of the curves at different 
stall values. 
At some points, the MOS corresponding to 360p 
seems better compared to those in the 480p case 
for the same combination of disturbances (I.D, 
Stalls).  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Case 3: MOS=f(No. of Stalls), at R=240p 
Observations: The curves take a concave 
downward shape as the MOS values decrease 
with increase in the no. of stalls. 
Contrary to the behaviour observed in Case 1, in 
terms of the Initial Delay, the curves diverge at 
a higher number of stalls implying that the 
Initial Delay has some impact though it doesn’t 
play a significant role when the number of stalls 
is lower. 
 

Table 6 Impact of Initial Delay on MOS for different Resolutions. 
 
The observations made from the above graphs in Table 6, indicate an exponential fit 
between the MOS and the no. of stalls. The confidence intervals again are quite large 
due to lack of user data. In general, the impact of Initial Delay seems almost 
insignificant. The idea behind making these observations is to make an estimate of the 
mapping between the MOS and the QoS parameters. The characteristics obtained from 
this small sample of data can then be used to estimate the behaviour of a bigger 
population. The best curve fit for the data can be obtained by scaling and translating 
the general exponential and logarithmic curves, which will be seen in the later sections 
of the discussion. An exponential mapping as proposed by the IQX hypothesis indicates 
that the change in perception for a given change of stimulus is directly proportional to 
the current level of perception. [2]  
It is mathematically represented as, 
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Whereas a logarithmic mapping as described by the Weber Fechner Law indicates that 
the change in perception for the same change of stimulus depends on the current level 
of stimulus. [4] 
It is mathematically expressed as, 

 
 

There is a negative sign in the above equations following the proportionality symbol 
implying that the QoE decreases with an increase in the QoS influence factor. 

 
Now, we shall look at the mean effects of variables one at a time on the QoE. For this, 
we developed a Mean Effects Plot using Minitab. The following figure (Figure 3), shows 
the net impact of Resolution, Initial Delay, and Stalls, categorically, on MOS. Each of the 
factors has been split into 3 groups whose means have been calculated and plotted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The first plot shows that the MOS data mean for 360p has been recorded higher 
compared to the 480p case. This could be attributed to the fact that the 480p videos 
showed more disturbances even before any induced disturbances due to the network 
conditions of the setup. In the second plot, we observe that the line connecting the 
means of MOSs at I.D=2s and I.D=7s is almost parallel to the x-axis inferring that there is 
no main effect present between the two groups. The impact of 2s I.D and 7s I.D is the 
same on the response. In the third case, however, a significant change in the impact of 
the different levels of the factor can be noticed. Especially, when the number of stalls 
goes from 0 to 1 the slope of the line is steep implying a stronger impact. 
 
It is also very necessary to understand the effect of multiple factors on the MOS. Earlier, 
we had looked at the influence of Initial Delay and Stalls for different Resolutions 
separately. Now, we are going to look at the mean effect of these two factors 

 Figure 3 Main Effects Plots for Resolution, Initial Delay and Stalls. 
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combinedly over all levels of Resolutions. Not only the (I.D,S) combination but we are 
also going to observe the joint impact of other possible combinations of disturbances. 
So, we use the interaction plots (shown in Figure 4) to understand the combined effects 
of different disturbances taken two at a time.

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The three plots will be explained starting from top left corner in a clockwise direction. 
The first plot shows mean values of MOS as a function of Initial Delay choosing 
Resolution as the parameter of the curves. The mean of MOS values calculated under 
the 360p case and the 480p case is almost the same when there is no Initial Delay, 
which means that the stalls had the same impact in both the cases. Just as we had 
noticed, earlier, the 360p case, in overall, was reported with better MOS compared to 
the 480p case. More significant impact of higher Initial Delay is observed in the 240p 
case which recorded the lowest MOS value. In the second plot, the mean influence of 
stalls is studied while considering the Resolution of the video as the constant of the 
curves. Except in the stalls=1 case, the mean of MOS data for the 360p case is again 
outperforming the 480p case, utterly contrary to the behavior that is expected. Then, 
the third plot shows the impact of stalls on the mean of MOS with Initial Delay as the 
parameter of the curves. All the three curves drop with increasing number of stalls. But, 
the curves look almost overlapping meaning that the Initial Delay has not much of an 
impact on the mean response.  
 
In the third plot(bottom right in Figure 4), we have only seen MOS as a function of Stalls 
with the Initial Delay values indicating the different curves, but Figure 11 shows MOS as 
a function of Initial Delay with the number of stalls as the parameter changing with 
curves. The 0 stalls case has a very good MOS recorded, but as the number of stalls 
increases to 1, there is a drastic fall in the mean of MOS values. As the Initial Delay 
increases from 0s to 7s, the MOS value can be observed to have dropped, but the drop 
in the level is not very significant. 
 
 
 

Figure 4 Interaction plots for Resolution, Initial Delay, and Stalls 
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Next, the Cumulative Distribution Function(CDF) plots were studied to compare and 
understand the distribution of data from different sets. The definition of an empirical 
CDF, in this context, is nothing but the probability of there being values less than or 
equal to a data point. They are also called the Actual Frequencies. Since the number of 
data points in each set is fixed, the actual frequencies are exclusively in the same order. 
Then a graph is plotted with the CDF on the y-axis and the MOS data corresponding to a 
QoS factor on the x-axis. So, it is mainly only the x-values that keep changing with every 
set. 

 
For each plot in Figure 6, 3 sets of 15 data points corresponding to a fixed number of 
stalls for the 3 different Resolutions were considered. Then, the 15 data points in each 
set were first arranged in ascending order so that the CDF calculation could be 
performed. In the next column the probabilities, as defined earlier, were calculated 
corresponding to each of the 15 data points in the set.  

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  Figure 5 Interaction plot for MOS=f(ID) with stalls  

Figure 6 CDF for Initial Delay=0s 
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The plots clearly show an accumulation of user ratings around the labels. Though a 
continuous scale was used, only the integers were marked. Also, it can be observed that 
there is a difference of 1 MOS score between the upper bounds of the 480p curve and 
the 240p curve for the 1 stall and the 2 stalls case. Whereas in the 0 stalls case, 2 MOS 
scores difference can be observed in the lower bounds of the 480p and the 240p 
curves. An outlier was found in the 240p case for stalls=2, where one user had marked 5 
on the MOS scale which was removed for the analysis accuracy and only 14 data points 
were considered in that set for the CDF calculation. In the plot for stalls=2, the 360p 
curve has the highest recorded MOS which is not supposed to happen but since the 
480p videos showed jerkiness even before the network disturbances were induced, 
with the actual introduction of the disturbances it may have made the 360p videos 
appear better. This shows that the users prefer watching a lower resolution video 
without disturbances than a video of high resolution with lots of disturbances.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

The graphs in Figure 7, are again CDF plots for 3 sets of data with 15 data points but this 
time the MOSs corresponding to a fixed Initial Delay for 3 different video Resolutions 
were considered. Just like above, it can be observed that there is a 1 MOS scale 
difference between the upper bounds of the 240p and the 480p curves when the Initial 
Delay is 7s and for some reason, the highest ratings recorded for 360p is at the same 
level as that recorded for 480p. Similarly, when the Initial Delay is 2s there is a 1 MOS 
scale difference in the lower bounds of 480p and 360p curves but it is the 360p that 
leads by 1 MOS scale. Again, this observation of 360p faring better is only a further 
evidence of the fact that the 360p videos show inconsistent characteristics. If the data 
set had been larger then it would have, probably, been possible to establish something 
in the 360p case. 

 
 

 

Figure 7 CDF for stalls=0 
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5.     ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section, we shall discuss and do a statistical analysis of the data collected based 
on the observations from the previous section. 

 

5.1 Analysis Using ANOVA 
 

A Univariate Analysis of Variance(ANOVA) was conducted on the MOS data to get an 
impression of the impact of the multiple QoS factors. The analysis is called Univariate 
because there is only one dependent variable(MOS). There are three independent 
factors - the Resolution, the Initial Delay, and the No. of Stalls that effect the MOS. The 
SPSS Statistics software was used for performing the analysis. Table 7 shows the three 
factors under study and the three independent groups under each factor, which are (0, 
1, 2) for stalls, (0s, 2s, 7s) for Initial Delay, and (480p, 360p, 240p) for Resolution. N 
indicates the size of each category. It is 135 data points under every category because, 
with one factor selected, there are 9 combinations possible with the two other factors 
of 3 categories each. Let’s call these combinations as groups. Now, under each of the 9 
combinations, there are 15 data points from 15 users. So, 9*15 is the number of data 
points available under every category.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Table 7 Information about the factors and their categories 
 

Now, let us interpret the ANOVA test results (table 8). There are 5 columns of interest 
and they are as follows: 
1. Sum of Squares: The Sum of Squares will be calculated at different levels, as in the 

table. We will, now, look at each one. 
a) Sum of Squares of each Factor- As mentioned, earlier, each factor has 3 categories 

and each category has 9 groups with 15 data points, each. After sorting the data into 
their respective places an average will be calculated for the 15 data points in each 
group, which we will call the group means. After this is done, an average is calculated 
on all the 9 group means. In simple words, it is the average of all the 135 data points 
in the category. This is repeated for all the categories present under the factor, in 
consideration. So, we will be left with 3 categories mean values, also called as the 
marginal group means. Then, there is something called as the grand mean, which is 
just the average of all the 405 data points. For the calculation of Sum of Squares of a 

Between-Subjects Factors 
 N 

Stalls      .00 135 

    1.00 135 

    2.00 135 

Resolution   240.00 135 

  360.00 135 

  480.00 135 

ID      .00 135 

    2.00 135 

    7.00 135 
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Factor, the difference between the 3 marginal group means and the grand mean will 
be calculated, squared and summed up, which will then have to be multiplied by 
N(the size of the category). This process will be repeated for each factor separately. 

 
As an example, let us look at the Sum of Squares calculation for one factor, i.e. Stalls. 

 
Stalls (480,0) (480,2) (480,7) (360,0) (360,2) (360,7) (240,0) (240,2) (240,7) Avg 
0 4.21 3.69 3.94 4.19 4.11 4.01 3.3 3.39 3.22 3.784 
1 3.43 3.29 3.19 3.3 3.03 3.27 3.05 2.94 3.09 3.176 
2 2.95 2.86 2.91 3.07 3.17 3.3 2.66 2.83 2.35 2.9 
Avg 3.286 

 
The highlighted cell (in orange) is the Grand Mean. The blue highlighted cells are the 
Marginal means. Thus, Sum of Squares of Stalls: 

 
 
Mathematically, 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

b) Sum of Squares of two Factors at a time- In this calculation, we will consider the 
interaction among the 3 factors taken two at a time. Mathematically expressed as, 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
c) Sum of Squares of all Factors- This is calculated considering the interaction among all 

the 3 factors at once. Mathematically, 

 
 

 
Finally, the variability between all the groups: 
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d) Sum of Squares Within(Error)- It is calculated as the sum of squares between each 
data point and the group mean. 

 
 

 
e) Sum of Squares Total- The Sum of Squares between each of the data points and the 

grand mean. 

 
 

2. Degrees of Freedom(df): Degrees of Freedom are also calculated at different levels, 
as shown (following the same notation, as above): 
           

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

3. Mean Squares(MS): The Mean Sum of Squares is calculated by dividing the Sum of 
Squares by its corresponding degrees of freedom. For example: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

4. F-Statistic: It is the ratio between the Sum of Squares value in the corresponding 
row, for which you are calculating the F scores and the Sum of Squares Within(Error) 
. 

5. Significance level(Sig.): It provides the probability for the occurrence of the event 
described in that row. As the F-score gets higher, the significant score value gets 
lower. The significance level lets us decide whether an interaction is statistically 
significant. 

 
It is very time-consuming to perform these calculations manually. Therefore, ANOVA is 
an excellent tool for data analysis. Now, that we have looked at all the definitions of the 
terms used in the table and how they are calculated, we shall see what inferences can 
be drawn from the test results. Before analyzing the ANOVA results, we will lay down a 
hypothesis corresponding to each event, in consideration. They are called the null 
hypotheses( ). 
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There are two ways of establishing whether it is possible to reject the null hypotheses. 
The first way is using the F-distribution table for 95% C.I. The degrees of freedom 
corresponding to the numerator of the F-score indicate which column in the table, 
while the degrees of freedom corresponding to the denominator of the F-Score indicate 
the row. The value in the cell in the table pointed to by the row and the column is the 
Critical Frequency. Then, the F-Scores are compared against the Critical Frequency. 
 

 

The second way is by looking at the Significance level which indicates the probability of 
an event. The way that this is interpreted is as follows: 

 
 

 
 
So, from this we can interpret the following effect on the MOS from different factors: 

1. Stalls do have a significant impact. 
2. Initial Delay does not have a significant impact. 
3. Resolution does have a significant influence. 
4. Stalls and Initial Delay interaction has no significant impact. 
5. Stalls and Resolution interaction has no significant impact. 
6. Resolution and Initial Delay interaction has no significant impact. 
7. Finally, the interaction of all the three factors has no significant impact. 

 
Thus, the results show Stalls and Resolution as the dominant factors that affect the user 
ratings. 

Table 8 Two-way ANOVA with Replication test results. 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   MOS   

Source 

Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Corrected Model 86.296a 26 3.319 4.986 .000 

Intercept 4376.854 1 4376.854 6574.430 .000 

Stalls 55.058 2 27.529 41.351 .000 

Resolution 19.752 2 9.876 14.835 .000 

ID .822 2 .411 .618 .540 

Stalls * Resolution 5.466 4 1.367 2.053 .086 

Stalls * ID .991 4 .248 .372 .828 

Resolution * ID 1.545 4 .386 .580 .677 

Stalls * Resolution * ID 2.661 8 .333 .500 .856 

Error 251.649 378 .666   
Total 4714.800 405    
Corrected Total 337.946 404    
a. R Squared = .255 (Adjusted R Squared = .204) 
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5.2 Analysis Using EXCEL 
In the previous section, we have done a statistical analysis of the data. In this section, we 
will do a graphical analysis of the data to see if we can arrive at a mathematical 
expression that best explains the data. We will investigate the exponential and the 
logarithmic mapping, in each case. First, we shall study the MOS as a function of the 
Initial Delay with no. of stalls as the constant of the curves. The right-hand column has 
the general expressions for the exponential and the log functions and their coefficient 
values were selected based on how well they can make the mapping (the red and the 
grey curves) fit the original data (indicated by the blue curve). We are trying to find the 
best fit curve not just corresponding to one case but all the cases such that one equation 
explains the impact on MOS under all the 27 combinations of disturbances. Since the 
confidence intervals are large indicating that the data is a little too diverse for following a 
pattern we will try to formulate the equation such that the approximation curves do not 
leave the bounds of the error bars. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 3.893 4.07 
b 0.4 0.14 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 1: Resolution=480p, Stalls=0 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
At I.D=5s, the rating is lower compared to that at 
I.D=7s so we take advantage of the upper bound of C.I 
  a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 3.406 3.57 
b 0.35 0.12 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 2: Resolution=480p, Stalls=1 
Observation: The two approx. curves overlap. The 
curves follow the pattern of the original data except 
with a translation along the y-axis since the equation 
must also fit the other cases. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 2.98 3.12 
b 0.306 0.11 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 3: Resolution=480p, Stalls=2 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
At I.D=3s, the mean rating seems same as that at 
I.D=10s when its expected to be slighter better. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 3.61 3.79 
b 0.4 0.14 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 4: Resolution=360p, Stalls=0 
Observation: The two approx. curves overlap. The 
mapping is too close to the lower bounds of the C.Is.  
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Table 9 Exponential and Log mapping for MOS=f(I.D) with translated Initial Delay values. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+0.2164) 
a 3.155 3.31 
b 0.35 0.12 
c -0.4 0.40 

Case 5: Resolution=360p, Stalls=1 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
Once again at I.D=5s the MOS seems lower 
compared to that at I.D=7s but the approximation fit 
corrects it while staying within the bounds of the C.I. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 2.76 2.77 
b 0.306 0.11 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 6: Resolution=360p, Stalls=2 
Observation: The two approximation curves do not 
overlap. The exponential curve  shows a better fit 
compared to the log curve. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 3.2 3.38 
b 0.4 0.14 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 7: Resolution=240p, Stalls=0 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
Except at I.D=3s, the curves map the data very well. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 2.8 2.96 
b 0.35 0.12 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2164 

Case 8: Resolution=240p, Stalls=1 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
The curves have a good fit to the data except at 
I.D=10s where it’s close to the lower bound. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 a+b*exp(c*(x-3)) a-b*ln(c*(x-3)+d) 
a 2.45 2.59 
b 0.31 0.11 
c -0.4 0.40 
d -- 0.2614 

Case 9: Resolution=240p, Stalls=2 
Observation: The two approximation curves overlap. 
The mean MOS at I.D=5s has a better recording than 
at I.D =3s.  
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So far, for MOS as a function of the Initial Delay, both exponential and logarithmic seem 
like a good fit. However, the exponential function seemed to have provided a better 
mapping in the R= 360p & stalls=2 case. We shall investigate the overall formula after we 
have looked at the MOS as a function of No. of Stalls and thus, we have our next 
table(Table10). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 4.29 
b: -0.134 

Case 1: Resolution=480p, Initial Delay=3s 
Observation: The ratings drop just as expected with an
increase in the no. of stalls. At 2 stalls our
approximation is closer to the upper bound of the C.I
The C.I range at 1 stall is the largest, meaning that the
ratings are a little too scattered. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 4.07 
b: -0.134 

Case 2: Resolution=480p, Initial Delay=5s 
Observation: The approximation curve follows the
pattern of the original data curve but with a translation
along the positive y-axis. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.917 
b: -0.134 

Case 3: Resolution=480p, Initial Delay=10s 
Observation: Notice, from the previous cases, the
scaling factor ‘a’ decreasing with the increase in the
Initial Delay. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 4.01 
b: -0.134 

Case 4: Resolution=360p, Initial Delay=3s 
Observation: The Resolution also has an impact on the
scaling factor. Observe the decrease in the factor
compared to the 480p,I.D=3s case. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.785 
b: -0.134 

Case 5: Resolution=360p, Initial Delay=5s 
Observation: The 1 stall case seems to have gotten 
lower ratings compared to that at 2 stalls. At 0 stalls, 
our approximation is close to the lower bound of the C.I 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.63 
b: -0.134 

Case 6: Resolution=360p, Initial Delay=10s 
Observation: Notice the impact of Initial Delay on the 
scaling factor drop as it increases from 3s to 5s and 
from 5 s to 10s.  
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 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.6 
b: -0.134 

Case 7: Resolution=240p, Initial Delay=3s 
Observation: Observe how the impact of Resolution 
on the scaling factor increases with the drop in the 
Resolution. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.38 
b: -0.134 

Case 8: Resolution=240p, Initial Delay=5s 
Observation: The approximation closely follows the 
original curve, except at stalls=2. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 a*exp(b*x) 
a: 3.22 
b: -0.134 

Case 9: Resolution=240p, Initial Delay=10s 
Observation: Notice, again, how the impact of 
Initial Delay on the scaling factor drops as it 
increases from 3s to 5s and from 5 s to 10s. 

Table 10 Exponential mapping for MOS=f(No. of Stalls) 
 

The relationship between the MOS and the No. of Stalls was only studied with the 
exponential function because an exponential mapping was proposed by [10] in the 
literature, as described in the Background work chapter. The study, here, also 
demonstrates that the exponential function is a good fit. An exponential mapping 
indicates that the effect is additive in QoS and multiplicative in QoE. 

 
In both table 9 & 10, the impact of Resolution was considered logarithmic. The possibility 
of other mappings between MOS and Resolution will be investigated later using the 
regression tools of MATLAB. Let us now look at the different formats of formulae that 
can be used to explain the collective impact of the three factors- Initial Delay, Stalls, and 
Resolution on the MOS. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
In the above formulae, there are two main aspects to be considered: 1) What kind of an 
impact does each factor individually have on the QoE? Is the effect Exponential, 
Logarithmic or Power? 
2) How is the interaction among the three factors taken two at a time? Is it additive or 
multiplicative? 
There are two ways by which these two aspects can be understood. One way is by 
observing the patterns in the data collected. The other alternative is in the backdrop of 
the theories available from the literature. 
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Since we have a limited collection of user responses available; we are going to have to 
base our inferences on both the ways described above. Let’s establish everything 
theoretical first- 1. As we have already discussed, the relationship between Stalls and 
MOS has been proposed to be exponential [10]. 2. The combined impact of Stalls and 
Initial Delay has been considered multiplicative because of the following reasoning 
described in [3]: 

 
 

 

 
 

So, the sensitivity of QoE to stalls is dependent directly on the current level of QoE which 
sounds reasonable because the impact of Initial Delay is limited. 3. Degradations caused 
in quality were classified into two types- controllable degradation and uncontrollable 
degradation in [26] and since Resolution is a controllable degradation, its impact on QoE 
was described as logarithmic. But during the study it was found that the effect of 
Resolution esp. at higher values came with additional disturbances, thus acting as a 
disturbance parameter, which could be accounted for through a power relationship.  4. 
The relationship between Resolution and Stallings can be derived from the Provisioning-
Delivery-Hysteresis defined in [26], where it is explained that the drop in QoE is high with 
an uncontrollable degradation compared to a controllable degradation. The 
uncontrollable deterioration, in our case, is the Stallings as it is caused by packet delay in 
the network. So, from the hysteresis loop, the impact of an uncontrollable degradation at 
any provision level is multiplicative as it causes a drop in the QoE. Another way of looking 
at this is by noticing that the mapping between MOS and Stallings is a concave upward 
curve, while the mapping between MOS and Resolution is a concave downward curve. 
So, an additive model would make the QoE appear too optimistic at zero stalls, low-
resolution case, which is entirely contrary to what is expected, therefore, a multiplicative 
model is a better fit. 5. The impact of Initial Delay on MOS was determined to be 
logarithmic in [10]. However, it remains to be seen whether the collective impact of 
Resolution and Initial Delay is additive or multiplicative.  Along the same lines of 
explanation as between Resolution and Stallings, the impact can be considered 
multiplicative. However, the Initial Delays in our case were artificially induced using bash 
scripting   

 
Now, let’s look at the formulae from a data-driven analysis point of view. How well a 
formula fits the user ratings can be calculated from: 1. Confidence Intervals- Checking if 
the approximation curves defined by the formula stay well within the bounds because 
the intervals signify where the mean of a larger population could lie 97.5% of the times(in 
our case). 2. Correlation- There are two properties of importance, here, the Coefficient of 
Correlation(R) which gives a measure of closeness between the user ratings and the 
dependent variable values defined by the formulae and the direction of the similarity. It 
ranges between -1 and 1. However, in our case we will be considering the Coefficient of 
Determination( ) which is the Coefficient of Correlation squared meaning that we will 
only be measuring the strength of the linear relationship between the function provided 
values and the gathered user ratings. It lies between 0 and 1. The maximum value of   
that could be achieved from the user ratings we collected was around 0.20. A larger 
number of user experiments would have drawn this value close to at least 0.80. 
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5.3 Analysis Using MATLAB 
 
In Table 9 and 10, we have tried graphically assessing the coefficients of the first two 
functions of the listed 5 possibilities, using Excel by making sure that the curves match 
the pattern and fall within the bounds of the means. A better and a more efficient way of 
finding the coefficients is by using the regression tools of MATLAB. First, the collective 
impacts of Initial Delay and Stallings were considered for different video Resolutions and 
their coefficients calculated, in every case. This again was done in two parts: a. Using only 
the 27 mean values corresponding to each combination of the factors. b. Using all the 
405 values. The efficiency of these coefficients was assessed from the   values. 
 
Both the exponential and logarithmic effects of Initial Delay were studied along with the 
exponential impact of Stallings. Also, note that the coefficient values obtained in these 
tables are not absolute as we are only looking for the best fit without considering the 
confidence intervals of the means. The lsqcurvefit and nlinfit functions of MATLAB were 
used for achieving the non-linear regression. 
 
Case 1: g_exp(I.D)*h_exp(S)  
The formula was used in this format-  
 
a. With varying coefficients for different video Resolutions and only considering the mean 
MOS values.  
 
Resolution      

480p 3.8964 0.3961 -0.4144 0.8754 1 

360p 3.6076 0.3996 -0.3988 0.8749 0.99 

240p 3.1944 0.4049 -0.3905 0.8756 1 

Table 11 Curve-fitting based on the 27 mean values considering the  
individual cases, separately. 

 
The formula shows a perfect fit for all Resolutions. However, notice how the correlation 
drops when all the 135 values are considered under each Resolution, in Table12. 
 
b. With varying coefficients for different video Resolutions and considering all the MOS 
values. 
 
Resolution      

480p 2.2873 1.7260 -0.4748 0.9974 0.22 

360p 3.1773 0.9187 -3.9330 1.0005 0.22 

240p 221.3284 224.8190 -0.0018 0.9904 0.12 

Table 12 Curve-fitting based on all the  values considering the individual  
cases, separately. 
. 
We observe from Table 12 that the formula format g_exp(I.D)*h_exp(S), does not fit very 
well with the user data under the 240p case. 
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c. Considering all the values and using a common set of coefficients for different 
Resolutions. 
 

Resolution  

480p 0.47 

360p 0.395 

240p 0.33 

Table 13 Curve-fitting with all the  
405 values. 

 
The Coefficient of Determination is the least for 240p again, showing that it shows the 
least fit with the format when a unified formula with all the 135*3 values is considered. 
 
Case 2: g_log(I.D)*h_exp(S) 
This formula was used in the format of  
 
a. Considering all the values and using a common set of coefficients for different 

Resolutions. 
 

Resolution  

480p 0.47 

360p 0.395 

240p 0.33 

Table 14 Curve-fitting with all the  
405 values. 

 
Just as we have noticed in the earlier section- Analysis Using Excel, both the logarithmic 
and exponential mapping of Initial Delay show the same fit. It is again exhibited that since 
the impact of Initial Delay is not very significant, either an exponential or a logarithmic 
mapping could be used.   

 
The formulae listed in Table 15 as , , , , , and  are in the same order as 
mentioned, earlier but the format in which they have been used are as follows: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 Using the regression tools of MATLAB, the coefficient values and the   values for each 
function were obtained. Maximum correlation of 0.2008 was obtained for the function , 
as you can see in the table, while the function  had the least correlation. Thus, ruling 
out the possibility of the exponential impact of Resolution. The possibility of  was 
considered because if the mapping between Stalls and Initial Delay can be multiplicative 
[3], then the mapping between Resolution and Initial Delay also could be multiplicative 
with the explanation that the Resolution has a dominant impact, like Stalls, over Initial 
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Delay on MOS. And since, Resolution and Stallings are both dominant, their collective 
impact could be mapped as additive.  
 

 
      

a 3.5125 3.2 2.060197 3.4503 3.6 1.7552 
b 0.1427 0.4 0.05 0.1131 -0.018 0.0572 
c 0.510 -0.4 0 -13.0703 0.875 -14.0781 
d -0.1335 -0.1335 -- 0.1925 -- 0.3068 
h -- -- -- -0.13765 -- -0.35767 
R 0.447214 0.435920694 0.021023 0.448145 0.424894 0.44777 

 

0.19 0.190026851 0.000442 0.200834 0.18 0.2005 
Table 15 Comparison of all the possible expressions for the best fit. 
 
The determination coefficients in the table lie between 0.18 and 0.20. Though the  
values are similar for  and , it can be noticed that the coefficient in the exponential for 
the Stalls seems more reasonable in  because in , the coefficient value makes the user 
ratings drop faster for the same increase in no. of stalls when compared to . Also, the 
impact of the insignificant factor, Initial Delay, in  looks slightly greater compared to 
that in .  Therefore, it would be safe to say, despite of the lower correlation, that  is a 
better fit to the data compared to all the other possibilities. However, further 
experiments are needed to conclude it. 

5.4 Analysis Using Normalised MOS 
 
Since we have seen that the Initial Delay has no significant impact, it can be ignored in 
the future multi-parameter studies.  Also, in our case, we have noticed the 360p case 
performing better compared to the 480p case, in some scenarios. So, due to lack of 
sufficient data we will ignore the 360p results for the next part of the analysis. That said, 
let us now make some deductions by comparing the normalised MOS values. They lie 
between 0 and 1. 
 
Normalised MOS is calculated as: 

 
 

 
 

 and  are the normalised MOS ratios along stalls and resolution, respectively. They 
are calculated as follows: 

 

 
  

Observe how the values of  are similar for both 480p and 240p, thereby, showing that 
the sensitivity of QoE in the direction of Stalls is only dependent on that parameter. This 
behaviour points to a multiplicative model between Resolution and Stalls. 

 
MOS Stalls=0 Stalls=1 Stalls=2  

480p 4.21 3.43 2.95 1.25 
240p 3.30 3.05 2.66 1.23 

 1.40 1.19 1.17 

Table 16 MOS and MOS ratios at I.D=0s for 480p and 240p.
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Also, notice how the MOS ratios  are similar in the presence of Stalls, again pointing to 
the observation that Stalls have a dominant impact. 

. 
ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 

 
1) What kind of an impact do the QoS parameters - Stalling and Initial delay have on the 

overall quality perceived by the end-user? The additive and multiplicative case shall 
have to be investigated to see which model best fits this impact. 
 

Ans: The results show the collective impact of Stallings and Initial Delay on MOS to be 
multiplicative. The individual effects of the factors can be stated as exponential in the 
case of Stallings and either exponential or logarithmic in the case of Initial Delay. Initial 
Delay was found to have no significant impact on the user ratings. Whereas, the 
Stallings were observed to play a dominant role in effecting the MOS. Mathematically, 
at any given video Resolution the effect would be as follows: 

 
MOS(I.D, S) = g_exp(I.D)*h_exp(S)  

 
 

2) How do the Initial Delay and Stallings effect the MOS in different Resolutions? 
 

Ans: The collective impact of Resolution and Initial Delay on the QoE was found to be 
most likely multiplicative. While the Initial Delay plays a limited role in effecting the 
ratings, Resolution does have a significant impact on the MOS. The individual influence 
of video Resolution on the user ratings is, typically, logarithmic following the Weber-
Fechner law but in the presence of Stallings, its impact on MOS took over a power 
mapping. The overall impact due to Initial Delay and Stallings in different Resolutions 
was also found to be multiplicative. Mathematically expressed, it would be: 
 

 MOS(R, I.D, S) = f_pow(R)*g_exp(I.D)*h_exp(S) 
 

Further expanding the above expression, we have: 
   

 
 

 
The strength of this mapping, as calculated by the coefficient of Determination was, 
however, only around 0.20. This is because we had to formulate our model based on a 
few user ratings. For a study like this, a larger database is required.  
 

3) How well are the results obtained from the subjective tests conducted in this study 
in coherence with the ideas already existing in literature? 

 
Ans: Most of the findings in this thesis were found to agree with the existing believes. In 
the latest research work, a multiplicative model was suggested for the impact of Initial 
Delay and Stallings on QoE, but this was only a theoretical proposition. In this thesis, we 
have provided evidence proving that the effect is, indeed, multiplicative. Furthermore, 
we extended our research and studied the combined impact of the above two influence 
factors in the presence of a third influence factor-Resolution, thereby, extending our 
model to contain three dimensions.  
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6.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

6.1 Conclusion 
 
The work showed that the overall impact of the influence factors- Initial Delay, No. of 
Stalls, and Resolution over MOS is multiplicative. Initial Delay, as an influence factor, 
can be discarded in the future multi-dimensional studies, as it does not show any 
notable impact on the user ratings. Since, Stalling has an exponential mapping, 
following the IQX hypothesis, and has a dominant impact, over Initial Delay, on MOS, 
the joint impact of the two factors also follows the IQX property and is multiplicative. 
The video Resolution was, also, found to play a significant role on MOS. Most of the 
postulations made in this thesis were based on the theoretical thoughts provided in the 
literature due to the limited size of the users. The ANOVA analysis showed that the 
interaction between the three factors taken a two at a time do not have a significant 
impact on MOS. 

 

6.2 Future Work 
 

The research in this area can be continued with an attempt to formulate a more 
efficient multi-factor model. The experiments, this time, would have to be conducted 
on a larger audience for more accurate results. Also, since the interactions between the 
factors did not show a very significant impact on the user ratings, it must be 
reconsidered whether these combinations of influence factors should be used in further 
multi-factor modelling studies. It can also be investigated whether any other generic 
models exist besides the additive and the multiplicative models. 
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APPENDIX 
 
A1. Bash Scripting used in the Experiment.  

 
#!/bin/bash 
 
basedir=$(pwd); 
#myDir="/home/ats/siva16" 
#PathToVideo= "/home/ats/ss" 
 
#runtime=$1 
mylogfile=$1 
declare -A matrix 
R="big_buck_bunny_480p_30mb.mp4 
big_buck_bunny_360p_h264.mp4 
big_buck_bunny_240p_20mb.mp4" 
r=($R) 
I="0 2 7" 
id=($I) 
S="shaper.sh 
shaper1.sh 
shaper2.sh" 
stall=($S) 
 
#A matrix of 27 elements with numbers from 1 to 27 in sequence: 
a="$(seq 1 27 )" 
b=($a) 
echo $a 
 
for((i=1;i<=3;i++)) do 
   for((j=1;j<=9;j++)) do 
       if [ "$i" -eq 1 ] 
       then 
         matrix[$i,$j]=${b[($j)-1]} 
       fi 
       if [ "$i" -eq 2 ] 
       then 
         matrix[$i,$j]=${b[($j)+8]} 
       fi 
       if [ "$i" -eq 3 ] 
       then 
         matrix[$i,$j]=${b[($j)+17]} 
       fi  
       echo ${matrix[$i,$j]} 
   done 
done 
echo "The Matrix element : ${matrix[1,1]}" 
#Shuffle the numbers from 1 to 27 and generate a sequence: 
c="$(seq 1 27 | shuf)" 
d=($c) 
echo $c 
echo ${d[0]} 
# Search for the number from the re-arranged sequence in the 3*9 matrix:  
for((k=0;k<27;k++)) do 
   for((t=0;t<=2;t++)) do 
      for((f=1;f<=3;f++)) do 
          for((g=3*$t+1;g<=3+3*$t;g++)) do 
              if [ ${matrix[$f,$g]} -eq  ${d[$k]} ]; then 
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                 echo "Sequence number : ${d[$k]}" 
                 echo "Matrix $f,$g : ${matrix[$f,$g]}" 
                 sleep ${id[$g-3*$t-1]} 
                 echo "Initial Delay : ${id[$g-3*$t-1]}" 
 
                 reftime=$(date +%s) 
                 myfname="$basedir/vlclog.$reftime" 
#                 myexpid=$EXPID; 
#                 myrunid=$RUNID; 
                 echo "LOG: $myfname " 
#                 echo "Delay: $delay " 
                 date +%s 
                 cvlc --extraintf=http:logger --verbose=5 --file-logging --logfile=$myfname 
udp://@192.168.0.2:1234 2>/dev/null  & 
                 ping -c 1 192.168.1.2 
 
                 source $basedir/${stall[$t]} & 
                 echo "Stallings file : $basedir/${stall[$t]}" 
                 alias vlc="vlc --file-caching=10000" 
                 ssh VDIsrv "/usr/bin/cvlc -I dummy /home/ats/ss/${r[$f-1]}  --sout 
'#transcode{vcodec=h264,acodec=mpga}:standard{access=udp,dst=192.168.0.2:1234}' vlc://quit 
2>/dev/null"  
                 echo "Video Resolution : ${r[$f-1]}" 
                 date +%s 
                 sleep 5 
                 killall vlc 
                 date +%s 
                 Error1=$(grep discontinuity $myfname | wc -l) 
                 Error2=$(grep 'picture is too late' $myfname | wc -l) 
                 echo "RESULT: I found $Error1 discontinuities in the log at $delay " 
                 echo "RESULT: I found $Error2 pictures too late in the log at $delay" 
                 echo "$reftime $runtime $delay $Error1 $Error2" >> $mylogfile 
                 echo "SUCCESS" 
               fi 
 
          done 
       done 
    done 
done 

 


